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CYANSKY K3-I9 is a high-power long-range infrared 
tactical flashlight specially designed for night hunting, 
observation and tactical tasks. Equipped with one Osram 
940 infrared LED, better hidden the palm-sized K3-I9 can 
reach a maximum of 150 meters beam distance without 
being exposed. The single tactical tail switch with one 
output design allows extremely easy operation. 
Additionally, the double gold-plated spring against violent 
impacts allows K3-I9 extremely reliable for shooting or 
hunting.

, 

Note: The above-mentioned parameters (lab-tested by 
using a Cyansky BL2150U Rechargeable Li-ion Battery) 
may vary between flashlights, batteries and environments.

w1*OSRAM SFH 4770S 5000mW 940nm IR LED with 
50,000 hours lifespan.

wPowered by one 5000mAh 21700 Li-ion battery and 
compatible with one 18650 rechargeable Li-ion battery.

wIntelligent and High-efficient constant current circuit.

wSingle tactical tail switch.

wA6061-T6 aviation-grade hard aluminum alloy material 
shell.

wPremium type HAIII hard-anodized anti-abrasive finish.

wVacuum electroplated aluminum reflector.

wToughened ultra-clear glass lens with anti-reflective 
coating for high light transmission.

wAnti-rolling design equipped with a removable clip.

wMaximum power: 5000mW.

wBeam distance: 150 meters 

wWaterproof Level: IPX8.

wImpact Resistance: 2 meters.

wWorking Temperature: -30-50℃.

wStoring Temperature: -35-60℃.

wMax. Power: 5W/3.7V*1.35A

wSpotlight Angle: 5 Degree

wWeight: 120g(Without Battery, Battery Weight: 73g)

wSize: 40mm (Head Diameter) * 25.6mm (Body Diameter) 
* 148.6 mm(Length)

wAccessories including: BL2150U battery, lanyard, clip, 
spare O-ring, Type-C charging cable.

Product Features

Power On/Off:                                                                                    
Tap the Tail switch for momentary-on and release for off. 
Fully press the tail switch to constantly turn on the light 
and press again for off.

Low-voltage Protection:                                                                     
When the voltage is too low, the flashlight will 
automatically step down to a lower brightness level till 
battery runs out.

Operating Instruction Attentions

wIf the light is not used for an extended period, remove 
the battery from the light, or the light could be damaged 
by electrolyte leakage or battery explosion.

wChildren use this product must under the guidance of 
adults .

wThis flashlight is a high-intensity lighting device capable 
of causing eye damage to the user. Avoid shining the 
flashlight directly into anyone’s eyes.

wDo not put the light with battery in it into the fire, 
otherwise it will explode.

wDo not put the light with the battery cover opened into 
the water.

wDo not reverse the positive and negative of the battery. 

Warranty

w15 days free replacement: CYANSKY will offer a new 
replacement within 15 days of purchase for any 
manufacturing defects if the problem occurs in normal 
use. In case the model has been discontinued, the 
customer will receive a similar or improved model in 
time.

w60 Months free repairs: CYANSKY will offer free repair 
within 60 months (5 years) for lights from the date of 
purchase if problem happens with normal use. 

wLimited lifetime warranty: For lights past the free repair 
warranty period, we provide lifetime repairs but will 
charge for parts. The distributor or dealer will notify 
customers of the cost of the part in advance.

Website: www.cyanskylight.com
Email: info@cyanskylight.com
Tel: 0086-769-82829209
Add: 601, 2# Building, Xiangdong Technopark, 
Dalingshan Town, Dongguan, 523000, China

CYANSKYLIGHT CO., LTD

Accessories

Package Including: 

K3-I8 Flashlight, BL2150U Battery, Holster, Charging 
Cable, Spare O-ring, Metal Clip, Lanyard, User Manual, 
Warranty Card

Optional Accessories: 

Gun Mount(GM02/GM09/GM03/GM06/GM01), Remote 
Switch (RS02)

wExcessive dropping, unauthorized modification or 
reconstruction.

wImproper use, storage or maintenance (such as reverse 
putting of battery).

wBattery leakage.

wSalt water and corrosive damage to the unit.

wDamage caused by improper maintenance.

wOrdinary wear and tear/color fading.

CYANSKY warranty service does not cover any 
damages or failure caused by:

Product Specifications

Discharging Curve
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TEMPERATURE

SIZE
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-30℃ - 50℃ / -22℉ - 122℉

40mm (Head) * 25.6mm (Body) * 148.6 mm(Length)

120g (Without Battery, Battery Weight: 73g)
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Warning: IR is invisible to naked eyes. 
Please unscrew the tail by a half-turn to avoid 
accidental power-on.
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